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E L E V A T O R WORM G E A R LUBRICANTS
Worm gears transmit rotational energy while changing the axis of rotation by 90°. Rotational speed can also be
reduced by up 70:1 during the transfer. Worm gears typically carry high loads while being smooth and relatively
quiet in operation. However, worm gears become less efficient as the speed reduction ratio increases. This results in very high temperatures being generated, up to 100 F over ambient.
Worm gears are similar to hypoid gears in some respects but are exposed to lower tooth loading than a hypoid
gear and can be considered an endless rack for simplicity. Due to the nature of worm gears, they are subject to a
high degree of rubbing, sliding, and wiping action. The great deal of heat generated thins the oil significantly,
thus reducing the lubricating capacity.
The American Gear Manufacturers of America ( A . G . M . A . ) recommends viscosity grades #7 and #8 for worm
gears. These oils possess the high viscosity necessary to lubricate under most conditions. Additional properties
are required of an oil when it is used continuously in worm gears at temperature extremes.
Mullen Circle Brand offers a series of worm gear oils to meet the wide variety of temperatures and loadings
encountered in the elevator industry. The very best lead-free lubricity packages are used in combination with high
temperature stabilizers to produce oils far superior to common gear oils. Each oil shown here is inhibited against
brass and bronze corrosion and all show very low pour points to insure smooth operation even at low ambient
temperatures.
m

Worm Gear Oil
For use with light loads and low temperatures. This oil provides excellent lubricity and fluidity
d o w n t o O ° F . Viscosity: 1673 SUS @ 100 F.
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Worm Gear Oil
Easily the most popular product in the series. This A G M A #8 oil is modified to provide better
high temperature stability than other oils. This is especially important in elevator and escalator
gearing. Designed for moderate loading. Viscosity: 3300 SUS @ 100 F.
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Worm Gear Oil
This is our most versatile worm gear oil. This oil can be used under the most severe load conditions and at the highest temperatures. Even under the worst conditions, this oil will provide
superb lubrication. This oil is also the product of choice for old worm gears in which leakage is
a problem. Viscosity: 6000 SUS @ 100 F.
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Worm Gear Oil
This most recent addition to the line of elevator worm gear oils is a semi-fluid grease designed
to minimize start-up torque while significantly reducing leakage at high operating temperatures
Unlike conventional petroleum gear oils, this product will resist viscosity loss at elevated temperatures. N L G I #000 (Semi-Fluid).
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S Y N L U B E #2700 S Y N T H E T I C G E A R LUBRICANT
S Y N L U B E #2700 is a full synthetic gear lubricant compounded from high grade polyalphaolefin basestocks.
#2700 S Y N L U B E is designed for heavy duty applications in gears operating under the most adverse conditions.

S Y N L U B E #2700 possesses a high viscosity index which prevents the high temperature viscosity loss common to
petroleum oils. Excellent oxidation resistance, rust inhibition, and anti-foam properties make #2700 S Y N L U B E
ideal for high temperature operation.

S Y N L U B E #2700 remains usable to a much lower temperature than petroleum oils of similar viscosity. This low
temperature fluidity allows S Y N L U B E #2700 to be used in gears operating either intermittently or continuously at
low temperatures. Money will be saved through the reduction of start-up torque.

S Y N L U B E #2700 exhibits excellent extreme pressure lubrication, friction reduction, and high film strength.
These combine to keep gears running cooler, quieter, and smoother for a longer time than with petroleum oils.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES:
S A E Grade

SOW 140

Viscosity, Cst @ 40 C

270

Viscosity, Cst @ 100 C

35

Viscosity Index

125

Flash Point, F

400

Pounds/Gallon

7.66

Copper Corrosion
(3 Hrs. @ 210 F )

None

Demulsibility Test
(Wheeling Steel Test)

Pass
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